
 

 
On how he feels about his individual performance: 
“I feel like individually I've been doing pretty good. You always get better every day, but I feel like I've got better with my 
communication. Just getting more comfortable with the defense.” 
 
On what has been the key to the secondary being comfortable at the start of camp:  
“Just flying around, just being where the ball is, that's what we want to do. We want to create turnovers for the offense. 
Just being out here, being able to fly around, and being comfortable with the defense, gives us that extra gear to play 
faster.” 
 
On how CB Kendall Fuller helps the younger players: 
“He's a really smart dude and a really smart football player. A safety can come to him, a corner can come to him, and a 
nickel will come to him for anything. Him just being that versatile guy who knows everything, it's great to have him in 
the locker room.” 
 
On what it means to have a humble approach: 
“It’s just working hard, being humble, staying locked in, trying to get better every day, and not being complacent with 
where we are at. Just trying to be that top five defense and to do that you got to put the work in, you got to pay the 
price to do that. So that's all we trying to do.”  
 
On if it is good for the defense that there are not the same exceptions this year as last year:  
“It gives us another opportunity just to lock in, shut everybody else out, and to come out here and work every day. 
That's what we got to do, we got to just put the work in.” 
 
On how the team keeps their camaraderie during the off season:  
“Certain guys work out at the same place. We had some rookies out in Texas with me working out and with the same DB 
coach. Then staying connected with each other. We all got each other’s numbers and we in the group chat. Just knowing 
as a defense and as a team, we got to really become close to get to that next level.” 
 
On if it is weird how time moves fast:  
“Yeah, it does move fast. Coming into my third year, it feels kind of crazy.”  
 
On if there were particular workouts he liked in Texas:  
“No, we were just working out, with flight skills. He had DB coach, Allen Frisco. We were just working with him. He got 
some nice work. He got a few NFL guys working with him too. It's just some nice work.    
  
On how he felt after missing the playoffs: 
“It was obviously a bad taste, but it gives you the opportunity to know what you did wrong. Just knowing that you got to 
work harder. You got to do something different than last year. You got to work just a little bit harder than last year. So it 

just gives us another chance to be humble and put the work in.”  


